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The Enhanced Surface-to-Air Missile Simulation (ESAMS) is a computer program used to
model the interaction between airborne platforms and a radio frequency (RF) surface-to-air
missile (SAM) air defense system. As an engineering-level model, ESAMS simulates many pieces
of a SAM engagement, including radar performance, missile aerodynamics, countermeasure
algorithms, environmental factors, tactics, and endgame. Each of these SAM engagement
factors is dependent on the type of threat and the availability of intelligence data. An extensive
amount of time and effort is applied in consuming detailed data abstracted from intelligence
information and incorporating the data into the individual models to provide comprehensive
representatives of land-based and naval RF SAM systems. ESAMS includes a family of more
than 30 threat models, all similar in function, but each unique to the SAM system it simulates.

10 DEVELOPING THE FUNDAMENTALS OF AIRCRAFT CYBER
COMBAT SURVIVABILITY: PART 3
by William D. Bryant and Robert E. Ball

In Part 1 of this series, we introduced the cyber weapon as a potentially new category of
antiaircraft weapons that can attack and kill aircraft in flight and that we believe can be included
under the broader tent of the current kinetic energy weapon (KEW)-focused Aircraft Combat
Survivability (ACS) discipline [1]. The ACS fundamentals proved also to be foundational in Part 2
when describing the operations of a cyber weapon attacking an aircraft in a sequenced probabilistic kill chain [2]. In this third part, we turn from examining cyber as an antiaircraft weapon to
describing what aircraft developers, designers, and operators can do using the concepts of the
ACS discipline to make our aircraft more survivable when under attack by cyber weapons.
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The days of sequential air campaigns may be gone. No longer will the U.S. Air Force plan to
roll over an enemy air defense network in a matter of days, then pepper the battlefield with
close-air support as ground units trample through ill-equipped armies with legacy weapons
systems. Instead, the Service should be prepared to provide close-air support on Day 1 of the
campaign, and then be prepared for hideaway surface-to-air missiles (SAMs), antiaircraft artillery
(AAA), man-portable air defense systems (MANPADS), and more that will be rolled out even
beyond Day 20 of this hypothetical fight.
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U.S. Air Force members working test and evaluation (T&E) efforts sometimes struggle to
find relevant historical data or lessons learned, thereby missing opportunities for efficiencies in
test planning and conduct. Accordingly, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO’s) Flight
Test Technical Team (FT3) is a resource available to members in the T&E community. The
following is an overview of FT3’s origins, FT3’s ongoing efforts, and applicability to T&E efforts.
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NEWS NOTES
WSL 50 TH ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION,
POSTPONED BUT NOT
FORGOTTEN
Survivability testers know all too well
that the best-laid plans can’t account for
the unknown unknowns. Thus, as
Weapons System Laboratory (WSL)
organizers made their many plans for
the lab’s 50th anniversary celebration
this past spring, little did they know of
the sudden and widespread impact the
COVID-19 pandemic, and the national
response to it, would have. Who would
have thought that the country would
stop virtually all travel in a matter of
days, and the nation’s workers—
including much of the survivability
community—would end up teleworking
from home for months? But the
unknown unknowns hit, and WSL’s
historic celebration, like countless other
events over the past 6 months, had to
be postponed indefinitely.
Nonetheless, organizers have been
encouraged by the many WSL alumni
and supporters who have reached out to

them and believe it would be a shame to
let the months of planning, research,
and reminiscing that have gone into
coordinating the formal recognition of
this important accomplishment go to
waste. Organizers therefore encourage
the community to stay tuned and look
for an announcement at some point in
the future when this long-awaited
celebration can go forward as planned.

AI UNMANNED JET
FIGHTERS EXPECTED TO
IMPROVE AIRCRAFT
SURVIVABILITY
In May, the Royal Australian Air Force
and the Boeing Company unveiled a
prototype of their new artificial
intelligence (AI) unmanned combat jet.
The 38-ft-long high-tech drone, called
the Loyal Wingman, is part of Boeing’s
Airpower Teaming System (ATS). The
aircraft is planned to have a range of
2,300 miles and use the latest in AI
technology to support manned F-35
Joint Strike Fighters and potentially
other aircraft in combat.

JCAT CORNER
The Joint Combat Assessment Team
(JCAT) has had an exciting start to 2020.
In January, JCAT Assessor Phase 1
training was held at Fort Rucker, AL,
hosted by the Army Aviation
Survivability Development and Tactics
(ASDAT) Team. The 26 students that
attended the week-long class consisted
AS Journal 2020 / FALL

by Dale Atkinson
and Eric Edwards

The Boeing system is just one of several
the U.S. Air Force is considering for its
proposed Skyborg family of drones,
which are envisioned to have different,
modular hardware and software
package for different sets of missions.
Kratos Defense and Security Solutions
has also been working with the Air
Force and has demonstrated several
successful flights of the XQ-58A
Valkerie drone as part of the Low-Cost
Attributable Aircraft Technology
program. Likewise, General Atomics
and Lockheed Martin are reportedly
developing their own proposals as well.

by LCDR Matt Kiefer, Bart Schmidt,
and Lt. Col. Ron Pendleton

of prospective JCAT assessors and
Army Aviation Mission Survivability
Officers. Fundamentals in performing
JCAT assessments were taught, and
several “lab” events were conducted to
provide students with the opportunity to
perform assessments in the ASDAT
training lab at Fort Rucker. This facility,
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Planners expect the emergence of smart
drone fighters such as this to make
conventional manned aircraft more
survivable by separating the sensor
from the shooter and having the drones
assume some of the manned fighters’
responsibilities and risks during air
battles.
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which includes both rotary-wing and
fixed-wing platforms, has several
well-placed aircraft that have been
staged to simulate actual battle damage
scenarios that were experienced in
Operation Enduring Freedom and
Operation Iraqi Freedom.

In March, the Navy JCAT hosted JCAT
Assessor Phase 2 training at the Naval
Air Weapons Station in China Lake, CA.
There were 18 Air Force, Army, and
Navy students that graduated from the
course this year. The training consisted
of an intense curriculum at the Navy
Weapons Survivability Lab of performing assessments on various types of
aircraft subjected to damage effects
from many different kinds of weapons.
Each team completed more than four
assessments (including a night-time
assessment) in the 5-day class.
Army JCAT (ASDAT) would like to
welcome both CW3 Rocky Jensen and
Ms. Emily Coker as new members to the
team. Rocky, an AH-64D/E aviator, is
assigned to the team as an Aviation
Combat Forensics Officer (ACFO). He
will be a great fit with his extensive
knowledge in his assigned aircraft,
holistic aviation operations, and
program of instruction development and
management. Likewise, Emily is now
the ASDAT Team’s Intelligence
Specialist. She brings with her an
extensive background in signals
intelligence collection and analysis as
well as advanced targeting techniques.
The network she has built in the
intelligence community will go a long
way in continuing to shape our commitment to supporting the Warfighter with
vital information on current threats.
Unfortunately, we have also had to bid
farewell to some “heavy-hitters” at
JCAT this year. In January, Mr. Jeff
Whitmire, ASDAT Intelligence Specialist,
left to further his career in intelligence
operations. Jeff was a huge proponent
in mentoring aviation intelligence
officers as well as providing Aviation
Enterprise Intelligence Summaries and
current threat observations during his
tenure. Additionally, CW3 Michael
Clark, AH-64D/E ACFO, has been
reassigned to 4th Combat Aviation

Brigade in Fort Carson, CO. His
relentless work ethic, precision performance, and aircraft survivability
expertise will be greatly missed on the
team. Best wishes to both Jeff and
Michael.

Lt. Col. Roberts has been on the JCAT
since 2017, most recently serving as
Director of Operations, and is thus
well-suited for the new role. We thank
Lt. Col. Pendleton for his leadership and
wish him continued success.

CW5 Scott Brusuelas, ASDAT team
chief, is also retiring this year with
nearly 29 years of service. Scott has
spent his last 4 years continually
shaping our team to better support the
Warfighter. His vision (aviation support
to the Warfighter from the operational
perspective) for how the team’s
expertise can be best leveraged to help
all aviators has shown us what we are
capable of accomplishing. The JCAT
team thanks Scott for his service and
dedication and wishes him and his wife,
Lisa, the very best in their next
adventure.

Finally, in light of the Threat Weapons
and Effects training cancellation this
year, the JCAT leadership is currently in
talks about possibly hosting a smallerscale event later in the year, depending
on how the COVID-19 situation continues to develop. We will plan to pick up
JCAT training activities as policy and
good sense allow. All of the JCAT
members would like to wish good health
and good luck to each member of the
aircraft survivability community and
their families.

From the Air Force side, we also say
farewell to Lt. Col. Ron Pendleton. After
8 years with the JCAT team and more
than 2 years as the Officer in Charge
(OIC), Lt. Col. Pendleton was selected to
be the Air Force Life Cycle Management
Center Engineering Directorate’s Senior
Individual Mobilization Augmentee
(IMA). Thus, he transitioned program
leadership to Lt. Col. Andrew Roberts at
the end of May.

HEARD ANY
NEWS?
If you know of a community-related
event, announcement, or other
news item that you would like to
submit for consideration as a News
Note, please contact Mr. Dale
Atkinson at daleatk@gmail.com.

Lt. Col. Ron Pendleton.
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ESAMS
ENGAGEMENT-LEVEL
MODEL OVERVIEW
By Benjamin Vroman

U.S. Navy Photo by Jose Davila

ESAMS OVERVIEW
The Enhanced Surface-to-Air Missile Simulation (ESAMS) is a computer program used to
model the interaction between airborne platforms and a radio frequency (RF) surface-to-air
missile (SAM) air defense system. As an engineering-level model, ESAMS simulates many
pieces of a SAM engagement, including radar performance, missile aerodynamics, countermeasure algorithms, environmental factors, tactics, and endgame. Each of these SAM
engagement factors is dependent on the type of threat and the availability of intelligence
data. An extensive amount of time and effort is applied in consuming detailed data
abstracted from intelligence information and incorporating the data into the individual models
to provide comprehensive representatives of land-based and naval RF SAM systems.
ESAMS includes a family of more than 30 threat models, all similar in function, but each
unique to the SAM system it simulates.
AS Journal 2020 / FALL
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ESAMS is a constructive-level model
written in Fortran and operated from a
command line. It is developed, tested,
and operated on Linux operating
systems with GFortran compliers. There
is limited support for Windows operating systems as well. ESAMS
development efforts are heavily driven
and funded by acquisition programs at
the Air Force Life Cycle Management
Center (AFLCMC), with significant
contributions from the joint community.
ESAMS is owned, developed, maintained, and used at AFLCMC’s
Engineering Directorate, Analysis and
Training Systems Division, Combat
Effectiveness & Vulnerability Analysis
Branch (AFLCMC/EZJA) at WrightPatterson Air Force Base in Dayton, OH.

ESAMS APPLICATION
ESAMS has had significant exposure at
high levels of the Department of
Defense (DoD) and has been used by
Government and industry analysts since
its inception in the early 1970s. It has
been highly valued because of its ability

ESAMS provides an
engagement-level framework,
allowing analysts to evaluate
air platform survivability,
estimate effectiveness, set
requirements, and optimize
tactics.
to realistically simulate the numerous
components of a SAM system and its
interaction with air vehicles. ESAMS is
a proven engagement-level tool
routinely used to support aircraft studies
exploring air vehicle survivability and
effectiveness assessments against
current and emerging RF threat systems.
The use of ESAMS critically impacts
numerous DoD efforts in three major
areas: acquisition program analysis of
alternative (AoA) studies, platform

modernization studies, and development
test (DT) and operational test (OT)
activities. For AoA support, ESAMS is
used to assess weapon alternatives and
assist decision-makers on future force
structures. In platform modernization
efforts, the tool is used by analysts to
conduct blue system gap analyses,
assess requirements, and flush out
solutions to blue platform capability
gaps. For DT and OT efforts, analysts
use ESAMS to provide pre-test and
post-test insight, allowing for extrapolation of performance against threats
unavailable in software or hardware
labs or open-air test ranges.
As shown in Figure 1, ESAMS covers a
large portion of the kill chain in a typical
real-world engagement. In general,
ESAMS provides an engagement-level
framework, allowing analysts to
evaluate air platform survivability,
estimate effectiveness, set requirements, and optimize tactics.
For example, ESAMS can simulate the
operational performance of a SAM

Figure 1. ESAMS Overview Graphic.
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defense system against an intruding
aircraft approaching a defended area.
An acquisition radar (which may or may
not be collocated with a SAM site) may
detect the aircraft and then cue a SAM
site with the aircraft’s range, azimuth,
and elevation data. The SAM may have
a fire control radar or engagement radar.
The fire control radar receives its cue
from the acquisition radar and then
attempts to acquire and track the
aircraft with greater accuracy, which is
usually needed to formulate a missile
launch solution for the SAM to launch
its missile(s) at the intruding aircraft.
One or more launchers with one or more
missiles per launcher launch the
missile(s). The fire control radar and/or
the missile seeker then provides
guidance commands to the missile
during the engagement. When the
missile approaches its target, the fuze
detects the target and activates the
warhead detonation.
Three kill mechanisms can be evaluated:
direct hit, blast overpressure, and
fragment damage. In addition to the
aircraft, the radars may interact with
other entities in the simulation, including
munition/bombs, decoys, and jamming
vehicles. ESAMS can simulate, in detail,
the chronological events of the entire
engagement process.
The general release of ESAMS has been
made possible with the support of the
Joint Aircraft Survivability Program
Office (JASPO). The current release of
the tool—ESAMS version 5.6—has
been available from the Defense
Systems Information Analysis Center
(DSIAC) since June 2020. The next
release of ESAMS, version 5.7, is
tentatively scheduled for April 2021.
ESAMS version 5.7 will contain the 30
threat systems that are common to
ESAMS users, with some notable
improvements to threat systems from
AS Journal 2020 / FALL

The biggest addition to
ESAMS version 5.7 will be the
capability to assess rotorcraft
survivability.

the “Advanced RF Counter Measure”
and “Vertical Lift Capability for ESAMS”
JASP projects (project numbers S-16-04
and S-18-02, respectively). In addition
to these threat improvements, ESAMS
versions 5.6 and 5.7 will also contain a
number of threat missile updates
supported by the “Missile Models for
ESAMS” JASP Project (project number
S-20-03). The “Missile Models for
ESAMS” project updates a set of
kinematic missile flyout simulations from
the Missile and Space Intelligence
Center (MSIC) and Operational Navy
Intelligence (ONI) into the ESAMS
environment. The kinematic missile
flyout models are then integrated with
ESAMS ground radars and missile radar
seekers. It should be noted that
because these models are in fact
modified from the originals, they are not
endorsed by the intelligence agencies as
being authoritative.
The biggest addition to ESAMS version
5.7 will be the capability to assess
rotorcraft survivability. In addition to
the threat improvements mentioned
previously, two large enhancements
have been driven by the JASP “Vertical
Lift Capability for ESAMS” project. The
first enhancement is to provide several
threat systems with the ability to accept
and process dynamic, spectrally spread
returns from rotating blades. ESAMS
will be able to accept direct in-phase
and quadrature (I&Q) measurements
from rotating blades. However, this
measured I&Q data can be difficult to
process into ESAMS and may require

jasp-online.org		
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pre-processing. An application was
added to ESAMS to enable the user to
generate a spectrally spread signature
through defining scattering points on the
body and blade rotation parameters
through the ESAMS input file; this
application can also be used if appropriate measured I&Q data are not
available. The rotorcraft capabilities
have been developed alongside ESAMS
pedigree documentation that are
released with ESAMS.
The second large improvement for
rotorcraft capabilities enhances the
propagation methodology in ESAMS.
This enhancement includes four main
highlights. First, ESAMS now has
extended the atmospheric loss calculations to 40 GHz. Second, the
atmospheric loss calculations no longer
assume the transmitter or receiver is at
sea level. Third, refraction can now be
characterized more explicitly than the
4/3rds earth simplification and can also
include measurement error and anomalous propagation. Finally, clutter effects
and radar modes to mitigate clutter have
been addressed. In total, these
propagation enhancements allow for
better low-altitude engagements
operating in clutter and multipath
environments.

ESAMS AVAILABILITY
ESAMS version 5.7 is scheduled to
be the last general DoD release of
the package through DSIAC. This last
general release is due to the increasing
complexity of emerging threats and
modern blue countermeasure systems,
as well as the increased availability of
other tools. As such, it is recommended
that intelligence agency modeling and
simulation (M&S) capabilities be fully
explored for JASP analysis community
requirements.

Intelligence agencies such as MSIC,
ONI, the National Ground Intelligence
Center (NGIC), the National Air and
Space Intelligence Center (NASIC), and
the Test and Evaluation Threat Resource
Activity (TETRA) have made significant
progress in developing authoritative
stand-alone threat system models. In
addition, the Joint Technical
Coordinating Group (JTCG) and JASP are
rapidly working toward next-generation
M&S applications—such as the Joint
Anti-Air Model (JAAM), Air Combat
Effects Library (ACEL), and Survivability
and Lethality of Aircraft in Tactical
Environments (SLATE)—which are
expected to fulfill much of the JASP
analysis community requirements.
These applications directly integrate
intelligence center models/simulations
and have accomplished much work in
producing tools available to the JASP
analysis community. These applications

are also migrating key new capabilities,
such as processing dynamic spectrally
spread returns, additional atmospheric
losses in propagation methodology,
explicit refraction modeling, and clutter
effects from ESAMS to enable greater
use across simulations. A subset of
ESAMS capabilities will remain under
these applications until suitable
replacements are available. These
initial simulation should be made
available in 2022, within a year of the
ESAMS version 5.7 release.

CONCLUSION
In summary, ESAMS is a powerful and
complex engagement-level analysis tool
used by AFLCMC/EZJA to support
aircraft studies exploring air vehicle
survivability and effectiveness assessments against current and emerging RF
threat systems. EZJA will continue to
assist its customers individually with
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studies and analyses. The ongoing
growth and development of ESAMS will
provide critical competencies to assess
emerging technologies supporting
war-winning capabilities now and into
the future. For further information
concerning the ESAMS tool, please
contact AFLCMC/EZJA.
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FEATURED STORY

DEVELOPING THE
FUNDAMENTALS OF
AIRCRAFT CYBER
COMBAT SURVIVABILITY:
PART 3

U.S. Air Force Photo by Senior Airman Anthony Nin Leclerec

by William D. Bryant
and Robert E. Ball

PART 3 – CONCEPTS FOR ENHANCING AIRCRAFT CYBER COMBAT SURVIVABILITY
• Learning Objective 6 — Describe the Cyber Susceptibility Reduction Concepts (CSRCs)
• Learning Objective 7 — Describe the Cyber Vulnerability Reduction Concepts (CVRCs)
INTRODUCTION
In Part 1 of this series, we introduced
the cyber weapon as a potentially new
category of antiaircraft weapons that
can attack and kill aircraft in flight and
that we believe can be included under
the broader tent of the current kinetic
energy weapon (KEW)-focused
Aircraft Combat Survivability (ACS)
discipline [1]. The ACS fundamentals
proved to also be foundational in Part
2 when describing the operations of a
cyber weapon attacking an aircraft in
a sequenced probabilistic kill chain [2].
In this third part, we turn from
examining cyber as an antiaircraft
weapon to describing what aircraft
developers, designers, and operators
can do using the concepts of the ACS
discipline to make our aircraft more
survivable when under attack by cyber
weapons.
When the development of the ACS
discipline began about 50 years ago,
the focus was on surviving while
operating in an environment made
hostile by the antiaircraft KEWs, such
as guns and guided missiles [3]. Early
in the development of ACS, 12 broad
concepts that can enhance an
aircraft’s survivability in combat were
identified [4]. These 12 concepts are
called Survivability Enhancement
Concepts (SECs).
Six of the SECs enhance an aircraft’s
survivability by reducing the aircraft’s
susceptibility—threat warning, noise
jammers and deceivers, signature
reduction, expendables, threat

suppression, and tactics—and are
thus known as Susceptibility
Reduction Concepts (SRCs). (Recall
that susceptibility reduction enhances
the capability of an aircraft to avoid
the man-made hostile environment.)
The remaining six SECs reduce the
aircraft’s vulnerability—component
redundancy with separation, component location, passive damage
suppression, active damage suppression, component shielding, and
component elimination—and are
referred to as Vulnerability Reduction
Concepts (VRCs). (Recall that vulnerability reduction enhances the
capability of an aircraft to withstand
the hostile environment.)
Over the past 100+ years, nearly all of
the hundreds, if not thousands, of
design and operational features that
have enhanced an aircraft’s combat
survivability have unknowingly (before
the advent of the ACS discipline) or
knowingly (after the advent) been
based upon 1 of the 12 ACS SECs.
These features are referred to as
Survivability Enhancement Features
(SEFs). (For examples of the SEFs used
on the A-10, F/A-18A, and UH-60A, see
pp. 135–140 of The Fundamentals of
Aircraft Combat Survivability Analysis
and Design, Second Edition [5].)
For example, one of the original
vulnerability reduction SECs (a VRC) is
“passive damage suppression.” In this
VRC, any physical damage, or the
effects of the damage, caused by a hit
by a KEW warhead damage mechanism (such as a bullet, high-explosive
case fragment, incendiary particle, or
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blast) on an aircraft is passively
prevented or suppressed to the extent
that the aircraft withstands the hit.
One example of an SEF that uses this
passive damage suppression VRC is
the placing of explosion-suppression
foam into the wing fuel tank that will
passively prevent an internal tank
explosion if the tank is hit by a
penetrator with incendiaries.
A different example of the passive
damage suppression VRC is the use of
self-sealing fuel lines and fuel tank
bladders that passively suppress the
leakage of fuel from any bullet or
fragment-penetrated line or tank by
using self-sealing materials that swell
in the presence of fuel. (Note that
that the swelling of the self-sealing
material is considered to be passive
because no additional capability to
sense damage is required.)
The point here is that there are two
different SEFs using one SEC. In
general, then, the broad SECs “say
what to do,” and the individual SEFs
“say how to do it.” A logical question
to ask then is, “Can the ACS SECs be
used in our extension of the ACS
discipline to the new Aircraft Cyber
Combat Survivability (ACCS) discipline?” For example, can the passive
damage suppression VRC (i.e., the
passive suppression of the physical
damage, or the effects of the damage,
caused by KEW damage mechanisms)
be used in the ACCS discipline, where
the aircraft receives one or more cyber
hits by malfunction mechanisms
intended to cause critical component
malfunctions that result in an aircraft
jasp-online.org
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mission or attrition kill due to the loss
of essential mission or flight functions?
Our answer is yes; as described in the
following text, the passive damage
suppression SEC, as well as nearly all
of the other ACS SECs, can be used.

THE CYBER
SURVIVABILITY
ENHANCEMENT
CONCEPTS (CSECs)
Table 1 presents the definitions of the
ACS and the analogous ACCS terms
for an SEC and SEF, and Table 2 lists
the current ACS SECs and the new

corresponding analogous CSECs for
the ACCS discipline.
Note that the ACCS CSECs track
closely with the ACS SECs, but there
are some areas where the differences
between the KE and cyber weapons
require some changes. One example
is that potential cyber correlations to
the KE world’s expendables (e.g., chaff,
flares, and expendable transmitters)
such as honeypots and honeynets
align more closely with deception, and
there is no KE correlation to the cyber
world’s cybersecurity hardening
(preventing access to the aircraft’s
internal cyber systems through the use

of cyber defenses) in the KE world.
Other than those two exceptions, each
of the ACS SECs has a close analogy
in a corresponding ACCS CSEC.
The CSECs listed in Table 2 and
described in following text are
deliberately broad and intended to
raise awareness of the types of
designs or actions that are possible.
Finally, the methodology used to
search for and develop specific CSEFs
that are the implementation of one of
the CSECs into a particular design will
be described in Part 4 using the
probabilistic kill chain developed in
Part 2.

Table 1. ACS and ACCS SECs and SEFs

Kinetic Energy Weapons (ACS)

Cyber Weapons (ACCS)

Survivability Enhancement Concept (SEC) - general functions or
concepts fundamental to survivability enhancement and reducing either
the susceptibility or the vulnerability of the aircraft.

Cyber Survivability Enhancement Concept (CSEC) - general functions
or concepts fundamental to cyber survivability enhancement and reducing
either the cyber susceptibility or the cyber vulnerability of the aircraft.

Survivability Enhancement Feature (SEF) - any particular
characteristic of the aircraft, specific piece of equipment, design
technique, armament, or tactic that reduces either the susceptibility or
the vulnerability of the aircraft and thus has the potential for increasing
survivability.

Cyber Survivability Enhancement Feature (CSEF) - Any particular
characteristic of the aircraft, specific piece of equipment, design
technique, design of supporting systems, or operational procedures that
reduces either the cyber susceptibility or the cyber vulnerability of the
aircraft and thus has the potential for increasing cyber survivability.

Table 2. ACS and ACCS SECs [6]

Kinetic Energy Weapons
ACS Survivability Enhancement Concepts (SECs)

Cyber Weapons
ACCS Cyber Survivability Enhancement Concepts (CSECs)

Susceptibility Reduction Concepts (SRCs)

Cyber Susceptibility Reduction Concepts (CSRCs)

Situational Awareness

Situational Awareness

Signature Control

Signature Management

Electronic Noise Jamming and Deceiving

Deception

Expendables

Cybersecurity hardening

Threat Suppression and Offensive Weapons

Threat Suppression

Mission Planning, Tactics, Flight Performance,
and Crew Training and Proficiency

Training and Tactics

Vulnerability Reduction Concepts (VRCs)

Cyber Vulnerability Reduction Concepts (CVRCs)

Component Location

Component Location and Logical Separation

Component and System Redundancy (with
Effective Separation)

System Redundancy (with Effective
Separation and Diversity)

Passive and Active Damage Suppression

Malfunction Suppression (Passive and Active)

Component and System Capability Recovery

System Capability Recovery

Component Elimination or Replacement

Component Elimination or Replacement

Component Shielding

Component Shielding

AS Journal 2020 / FALL
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Few of our aircraft today are
deliberately designed to
provide awareness to pilots
and operators that they are
under attack by a cyber
weapon.

Cyber Susceptibility Reduction
Concepts (CSRCs)
Susceptibility is driven by how easily
an adversary can accomplish the first
five steps in the ACCS probabilistic kill
chain, as discussed in Part 2. This
includes having an active weapon,
detecting the aircraft, launching the
weapon, intercepting the aircraft and
implanting the weapon, and finally
triggering the weapon. Thus, the five
CSECs to lower susceptibility each
focus on reducing the probability that
an attacker can successfully complete
one or more of these links in the
attack kill chain.

Situational Awareness (SA)
As noted in Part 1, when an aircraft is
being targeted by kinetic weapons,
there are a number of different
possible indications of that targeting,
such as gunfire, launched missiles, or
electronic signals used by the KEWs
that can be detected by the targeted
aircraft. Cyber weapons can have
similar emissions and effects that can
be observed and reported to operators,
but few of our aircraft today are
deliberately designed to provide
awareness to pilots and operators that
they are under attack by a cyber
weapon. Attackers will go out of their

way to hide their effects because once
they are detected, their attacks can
normally be neutralized by defenders
relatively quickly. So, despite what is
often depicted in Hollywood movies,
operators should not expect to see the
infamous skull and crossbone images
or Internet meme “All your aircraft are
belong to us” messages appearing on
their cockpit displays.
There are three main categories of
potential CSEFs under the situational
awareness CSEC: (1) education and
reporting systems, (2) exterior information technology (IT)-based
monitoring systems watching data
flows onto and off of our aircraft, and
(3) monitoring systems built into the
design baseline inside the skin of the
aircraft. Note that the cost and
difficulty of adding situational awareness CSEFs, along with the potential
effectiveness of the techniques, ramp
up significantly across the three
categories.
The cheapest and least effective
CSEFs focus on human-based detection and reporting. One way that an
attack might become apparent is that
there is a malfunction in the systems
on the aircraft or those systems might
begin to respond in unexpected ways.
Unfortunately, these signals of a cyber
attack could easily be missed by most
modern pilots, who are well-accustomed to the routine (and non-cyberrelated) malfunctions and unexpected
and unusual behaviors of today’s
complex aircraft. In fact, there are
few military aircraft in the skies today
that do not have some known deficiency documented, and none is
without its own special set of quirks.
Also, remember that attackers will go
out of their way to hide the observable
effects of their attacks whenever
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possible. Stuxnet provides an
excellent example of attackers
working diligently to make it appear to
the centrifuge operators that everything was fine, when it most definitely
was not [7]. High-level aircraft
attackers should be expected to
operate in a similar fashion and ensure
that built-in test (BIT) modules or other
automated tests all report that nothing
is wrong.
However, even if an attacker intends
to stay unnoticed, the complexity of
modern systems also means that the
attacking weapon may have observable effects that the attacker did not
intend. These effects are only of
value to defenders if operators and
maintainers understand that cyber
attacks are a possibility and can have
these kinds of observable effects so
that they report them. While awareness in the field is increasing, there is
still much to be done before the
operational community at large is
aware of potential attacks, before
reporting systems are in place, and
before personnel know how to use
them. On many legacy systems,
creating reporting systems and
educating operators and maintainers
in what to look for may be the best
that can be accomplished in the short
term; however, traditional-IT based
monitoring systems can be implemented in the medium term.
The second, and more challenging,
category of the situational awareness
CSEFs are those that rely on monitoring the data that flow through the
traditional-IT systems that surround an
aircraft. While there are numerous
tools available from the traditional-IT
world to accomplish this monitoring,
finding weapons that are packaged
and deliberately hidden inside normal
traffic can be extremely difficult.
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Most of the current monitoring
systems are essentially signaturebased, which means they rely on
knowing what they are looking for,
which only works after a particular
weapon has been discovered somewhere. Experts can also look at data
flows and logs using various techniques, and this approach will likely be
the focus of most cyber defense of
weapons systems in the medium term
until specialized tools can be designed
and built into aircraft in the longer
term.
One special category of aircraft that
could be more effectively defended by
human cyber operators in the near
term includes aircraft that are large
enough to actually have a cyber
defender on board, especially those
whose mission systems mostly consist
of traditional-IT based equipment.
Command-and-control aircraft, such
as the Airborne Warning and Control
System (AWACS), are one obvious
possibility.
The third, and most challenging,
category of situational awareness
CSEFs are those that are built into
aircraft systems “inside the skin.” For
most military aircraft, current cyber
defenses cannot be easily integrated
into the system. As has been discussed in earlier parts of this article
series, cyber-physical aircraft are
normally architected much differently
than traditional-IT systems, and
airworthiness requirements will make
adding defenses challenging.
However, there are several types of
automated solutions that could be
used to watch for cyber attacks.
One possible method is to monitor
critical deterministic functional
behavior, software code, and data that
should not change. This monitoring
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Similar to hashing in
the traditional-IT world,
attestation is a method to
verify that avionics hardware
and software have not
changed from a baseline.

can be accomplished using various
methods, but the result is analogous
to the famed practice (or SEF) in
underground mining in which canaries
were brought into coal mines to alert
miners (via their own death) of the
presence of a potentially fatal dose of
toxic fumes and thus provide time for
the miners to escape. Obviously, this
type of approach would have to be
designed into the baseline of the
system and would need to be protected from attack itself. If attackers
could easily subvert the system to
report “everything is fine,” then no
significant advance would be made.
Another more challenging, but
potentially more effective, approach is
to develop more comprehensive
automated monitoring solutions that
monitor traffic and behavior across the
total system, as opposed to selected
key areas. Various types of “smart
agents” can do this monitoring at
speeds that humans cannot match.
Systems are already in development
that show promise to monitor 1553
and other aircraft data bus or network
traffic. Certain categories of attacks
are easier to detect—such as malformed messages or subsystems
executing commands that they should
not (e.g., a radio overwriting the
mission computer’s operating
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system)—while other types of attacks
are harder to detect. Much can be
learned from the last few decades of
back and forth between attackers
trying to hide and defenders trying to
find attacks in the traditional-IT space
although the differences between
aircraft and traditional-IT systems
remain significant.
Some of those differences have been
leveraged to create another approach
to SA, which is broadly referred to as
attestation. Similar to hashing in the
traditional-IT world, attestation is a
method to verify that avionics hardware and software have not changed
from a baseline. A hash is a string
created by a mathematical algorithm
that is unique to whatever data were
fed into the algorithm. If anything in
the code changes, the hash will also
change. This verifies that the data
have changed in some way; however,
it requires having first validated the
correctness of the original code before
the hash was applied. A secure hash
can only determine if something
changed, not that it was correct from
the start. Attestation accomplishes
the same function for aircraft and
relies on a combination of timing
measurements, injecting data into the
system and reading the output.

Signature Management (SM)
Awareness of an ongoing cyber attack
is important, but avoiding the attack
by “hiding” the aircraft from the
attacker using signature management
is even better. Signature management
can be thought of as analogous to
stealth and low-observable features
used in the KEW world. As the kill
chain in Part 2 illustrated, an attacker
must “find” or detect and locate the
aircraft in cyberspace and establish a
way to reach that aircraft before they

his network and addressing scheme so
it is difficult for an attacker to find an
aircraft because its location in
cyberspace continues to shift and
move over time. Those types of
evasive networks can be challenging
and problematic to implement, and so
a balance must be struck to ensure
defenses do not make the system
unusable for operators.

U.S. Navy Photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Shannon Renfroe

can successfully prosecute an attack.
Anything that makes the aircraft
harder to detect and track improves
the position of the defender.

whatever air gap defenses one may
have in place for an aircraft, they are
likely not as strong as those of the
Iranian nuclear facility at Natanz.

The most common and traditional way
of making aircraft hard to detect in
cyberspace is through the use of “air
gaps.” An air gap refers to the
physical separation of a cyber network
or system from some other cyber
network. Military aircraft are most
often not directly connected to the
broader Internet, even when they are
on the ground, and measures taken to
increase that separation generally
make successful attacks more
challenging. However, it has been
shown numerous times that air gaps
are not nearly as effective as a
defense as many analysts assume. If
a person’s system connects to another
system that connects to another
system, etc., then the attacker has a
way to reach that person. (As a
forensics expert from the Air Force
Office of Special Investigations once
stated, “There is no such thing as an
air gap, just high-latency networks.”)
Stuxnet again provides a useful and
well-known example of a cyber
weapon that crossed a seemingly
impregnable air gap [7]. In short,

Strengthening an air gap can be a
affordable and effective signature
management CSEF, and a good way to
start the process is by analyzing the
connection points of one’s aircraft to
the outside world. One can begin with
the assumption that he is connected to
the Internet through some intermediate chain of connections and then go
looking for them; and just how many
and how close those connections are
to the aircraft can be surprising. Once
an initial analysis has been done, the
next step is to bring in a “red team”
that has expertise in cyber attacks, as
red teams can often find pathways not
documented anywhere that should not
be there but are.
Improving an aircraft’s air gap is an
easily achievable signature management SEF for most designed and
fielded systems to accomplish.
However, more advanced techniques
are also available to systems in design.
One possibility includes softwaredefined networking, as that gives the
defender the ability to constantly shift
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One potential approach that can be
borrowed from the electronic warfare
community is the Wartime Reserve
Mode (WARM). Instead of building a
constantly shifting network inside the
aircraft, defenders may create the
ability to shift the network once at the
start of a conflict. If the adversary did
not get access to the plan, all of the
careful reconnaissance work they did
before the conflict may be wasted,
and a single shift will be more
manageable for defenders and
operators while providing a reasonable balance between defense and
functionality.

Deception
There are many ways that defenders
can use deception to make it harder
for attackers to successfully attack
their aircraft through the essential
events in the probabilistic kill chain. If
an adversary thinks he is successfully
attacking an aircraft when he is
actually attacking a false target, the
real aircraft is reasonably safe from
that specific attack. The most
common way this is accomplished in
the traditional-IT world is through
honeypots or honeynets.
A honeypot is a system that presents
itself as a target of interest to an
attacker, much like an IR flare (which is
a kinetic expendable), but it is actually
not a “real” system with operational
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“Eligible Receiver” in Kaplan’s Dark
Territory: The Secret History of Cyber
War [8].) Even if all a defender can do
is inject “noise” or misleading or
irrelevant information into the data
flowing back to an attacker, that can
significantly slow an attacker’s
decision-making speed and level of
confidence [9]. An attacker can further
be slowed by using other techniques
to make it harder to access the
aircraft.

Cybersecurity Hardening (CH)

U.S. Army Photo by MAJ. Robert Fellingham

importance. The honeypot is much
like an instrumented “petri dish,”
where the defender can observe and
learn what the attacker is trying to do.
A honeynet is a collection of honeypots connected together, and they can
become very elaborate. Establishing
honeypots and honeynets can be
accomplished using virtualized
systems, and they can also be
combined effectively with the shifting
networks described previously. Using
a constantly shifting cyber network
with honeypots can make an attacker’s job extremely difficult.
Once an attacker has been “captured”
in a honeypot, the opportunities for a
defender are only limited by their
creativity and imagination. Depending
on their objectives, the defender may
want to appear stronger or weaker
than they really are. Defenders can
also provide information that their
systems are susceptible or vulnerable
to particular attacks when they really
are not. Ideally, an attacker will think
he has successfully implanted his
weapon, when all he has really done is
demonstrated his attack techniques
and provided a copy of his weapon’s
warhead (i.e., the malicious code
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containing the malfunction mechanism) to the defenders. With that
copy, defenders can relatively easily
check their internal cyber systems and
aircraft to ensure the weapon was not
successfully implanted somewhere
else.
Another example of the value of
deception in enhancing cyber survivability is deceiving the attacker into
believing that a weapon was
implanted when it actually was not. A
clever defender who sees a weapon
being implanted will stop the weapon
from being effective, but forge
messages back to the attacker from
the weapon that report the weapon is
in place and ready to create its effect.
The attacker thinks his attack is in
place, but when he triggers it, nothing
happens.
This result could greatly decrease the
attacker’s perceived value of cyber
attacks on aircraft, which may also
reduce the effort that the attacker
puts into those types of attacks in the
future. If an attacker is successfully
fooled once, he is likely to become
hesitant to accept any future information at face value. (A good example of
this can be seen in the results of
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SA enables a defender to know they
are under attack, SM makes an
aircraft hard to find in cyberspace,
deception misdirects an attacker, and
cybersecurity hardening makes it more
difficult for the attacker to access our
aircraft’s internal cyber system,
modify the code by implanting the
malfunction mechanism, and eventually actuate the weapon’s malfunction
mechanism in step four of the probabilistic kill chain from Part 2.
Cybersecurity hardening is where the
focus of cybersecurity has been for
many years. So we do not need to
provide much detail here on specific
techniques of implementation, such as
the use of passwords and other
personal identification methods, which
is well-documented. Instead, we
focus on discussing those elements of
cybersecurity hardening that are
specific to aircraft.
The first, and easiest, place for
defenders of our aircraft to start is by
hardening the traditional-IT systems
that interconnect and interact with the
aircraft in some way. Maintenance
and mission planning systems are an
obvious starting point, but there may
be other types of systems as well. If
an adversary can access these

systems (which are often connected to
the Internet to procure updates), then
the aircraft is open to attack.
Therefore, any system that touches the
aircraft should be restricted and
secured to the maximum extent
possible with stringent cybersecurity
controls in place. When general
computing systems are so inexpensive,
there is no compelling reason to allow
IT devices that touch aircraft to do
anything other than their dedicated
task. Having the capability to open
Internet connections or access e-mail
is not appropriate for an aircraft
support system. As for the details of
how to lock down IT systems, there
are numerous appropriate standards
and best practices available.

trusted sources unless overridden by
the user. Unfortunately, our aircraft,
for the most part, remain behind in this
technology and continue to freely
accept any code loaded into their
avionics.

Once the IT systems have been locked
down, defenders can focus on the
aircraft itself. The communications
pathways onto and off of the aircraft
need to be explored and understood.
Many cyber defenders find that there
are communications pathways they
were unaware of once they start
looking, so testing of the actual
hardware (a “live fire” test) is preferred over simply looking in the
design documentation.
Once the interfaces are known, they
should be prioritized for hardening;
and all unnecessary interfaces should
be physically removed or disabled
whenever possible. Necessary
interfaces should be restricted to
allow interactions to support only
those capabilities required for their
mission.

A number of techniques are available
to verify software, starting from
simple hash value verification by the
maintainers to more complex certificate verification and public key
infrastructure (PKI) systems. The more
complex methods can be more secure
but have additional implementation
challenges. However, there is no
reason why maintainers loading code
on any system could not verify the
code is what was intended by checking a hash provided “out of band” or
through a different communications
channel than the one that transmitted
the software. This verification would
require no hardware changes to the
aircraft, and though it could be
defeated by a determined adversary, it
would greatly increase the attacker’s
challenge for moderate cost to the
defender.

In addition, updates and code loaded
on an aircraft should be verified as
correct and from a trusted source. Our
smart phones have been doing this
verification for many years now, and
they will only load software from

Another level of cybersecurity
hardening on aircraft would be to
implement a whitelisting solution.
This approach would need to be
designed into the baseline, and so it is
more feasible for aircraft in design or

When general computing
systems are so inexpensive,
there is no compelling reason
to allow IT devices that touch
aircraft to do anything other
than their dedicated task.
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undergoing a major update. A
well-implemented whitelisting solution
will allow only programs and code that
have previously been approved and
verified to run on the system.
Whitelisting can be a very powerful
technique, but it is notoriously hard to
implement on traditional-IT systems
due to the large number of executable
programs and how quickly those
programs are updated on traditional-IT
systems. For aircraft, however,
whitelisting is more easily achievable
as there are far fewer executable
programs and the pace of updates and
changes is much slower. With an
effective whitelisting solution in place,
if an adversary does get a malfunction
mechanism implanted, it will never
execute as it is not part of the trusted
whitelist. Of course, as with all
defenses, a determined attacker can
get around this by simultaneously
attacking the whitelisting solution, but
it once again raises the bar and makes
an attack more difficult.

Threat Suppression (TS)
Another way to make an attacker’s job
more difficult is to attack and disrupt
them while they are attacking you.
Conceptually, this is similar to the
Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses
(SEAD) or Destruction of Enemy Air
Defenses (DEAD) in the KEW realm.
While any efforts that reduce an
adversary’s attack capability are
helpful, there are some structural
difficulties driven by the nature of
cyberspace that make it more challenging in this domain. Developing
cyber weapons can be done in small
isolated networks, and they do not
require any large supporting infrastructure that can easily be found and
targeted. In addition, actually sending
the weapons can normally be
jasp-online.org
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accomplished from almost any laptop
or even a mobile phone with an
Internet connection. It thus will
continue to be challenging to find
adversary attackers before they strike
and even harder to verify that all the
implanted weapons have been
discovered.
None of this is to say that cyber
professionals should not be doing the
best they can to find enemy attacks
before they happen and disrupt them,
but the level of expectation on how
often that detection and disruption
will be successful should be low. One
of the more effective things cyber
professionals could do with knowledge of upcoming enemy attacks is to
inform the defenders of the details,
who can then inoculate their systems
against the attacks. Unfortunately,
this flow of information is difficult
when everything in the defense and
intelligence cyber world is so highly
classified. As David Lonsdale stated
in The Nature of War in the
Information Age, “The IW arena is
among the most highly compartmentalized in the entire US defense
establishment. The right hand quite
simply does not know what the left
hand can do, let alone what it is in fact
doing [10].”
Finding ways to provide information to
defenders without compromising
sources is difficult, but well worth the
effort. As Dr. Libicki stated in
Cyberdeterrence and Cyberwar, “In this
medium, the best defense is not
necessarily a good offense; it is
usually a good defense [11].” And that
defense can be substantially strengthened by information and help from the
offensive cyber professionals, as well
as those who use and maintain the
system.
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History suggests that maintainers and aircrew who
understand the threat will be
able to develop approaches
that will never occur to the
cyber experts.
Training and Tactics (T&T)
Improved knowledge and a better
understanding of potential cyber
attacks on aircraft for operations,
maintenance, and sustainment
personnel can make it more difficult
for attackers to successfully prosecute
attacks at several points in the kill
chain. Many attackers in the traditional-IT world rely on users of
systems to do things they should not
do to enable the attacks, such as
bypassing security checks or clicking
on links. Unfortunately, many users do
not understand the implications of
their actions. Few users of aircraft
systems in the field would knowingly
disable systems designed to defend
their aircraft from physical threats, but
often today they make their systems
more accessible to adversaries in
cyberspace because they do not
understand the ramifications of
connecting something insecurely or
accessing a web location or application for convenience that is not strictly
required for the mission.
Educating the operational and
maintenance communities is inexpensive compared to designing and
installing new cybersecurity defenses
inside aircraft. However, education
and training need to be carefully
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targeted and focused on the operational audience. An enhanced version
of the annual IT-focused cybersecurity
training is not going to be effective.
Maximum effectiveness will be
achieved by tailoring the training to
both the specific aircraft system the
audience works with, as well as
examples from the highest level of
classification available to the audience.
Higher classification levels normally
allow for more specificity on what is
possible and what has happened both
in testing and in real-world incidents.
This training should be delivered from
credible sources, most likely from the
operational community itself, versus
outsiders; and the greatest effect will
be achieved if cyber attacks become
fully integrated into flying training and
exercises where bad cyber choices
can lead to meaningful mission impact.
Improved knowledge of aircraft cyber
issues is only useful if it results in
improved tactics and behavior.
Improving operators’ knowledge of
how cyber attacks work gives them
greater ability to design tactics to
mitigate or defeat those threats, just
like they have historically done in the
realm of KEW. History suggests that
maintainers and aircrew who understand the threat will be able to
develop approaches that will never
occur to the cyber experts. Many of
those tactics will focus on avoiding the
adversary weapon in the first place
(i.e., susceptibility reduction), but
some may focus on ways to still get
the mission done after a hit, which is
the realm of vulnerability reduction.

Cyber Vulnerability Reduction
Concepts (CVRCs)
Once an enemy cyber weapon has
intercepted the targeted aircraft,
accessed the aircraft’s internal cyber

U.S. Air Force Photo by 1st Lt. Savanah Bray

network, successfully embedded itself,
and been triggered, we are now at the
last phase of the probabilistic kill chain
from Part 2; and the aircraft’s CVRCs
are the last line of defense between
the enemy cyber weapon and a loss of
the mission or aircraft.

Component Location and Logical
Separation (CL&LS)
One method to reduce the effect of
the malicious functionality of a
triggered weapon is to place critical
components in locations where they
will be hard to access by activated
cyber weapons. The simplest
approach to separation is to locate
critical components on physically
separate networks and buses on the
aircraft, and often this separation is
already part of the design, primarily for
airworthiness and reliability reasons.
Unfortunately, separate physical
networks are expensive and deny the
system the benefits of having various
devices connected to share data, so
there is always a design tradeoff
between how much separation versus
connection is desirable. One way to
create some separation without the
expense of running physically

separated networks and hardware is
through virtualization.
Virtualization is widely used in the
traditional-IT world and enables
multiple “computers” to run on the
same set of hardware by sharing
resources under the direction of a
hypervisor that manages the virtual
machines (VMs). The hypervisor can
also accomplish numerous security
and monitoring functions but does
become a potential Achilles heel in the
system. If an adversary can get
access to and control over the
hypervisor, that adversary is able to
control all the VMs under the hypervisor. So it needs to be carefully
protected and monitored.
Virtualization can assist with segmenting and partitioning as it can be used
to build multiple systems and networks that are virtually segmented
from each other on virtual local area
networks (VLANs) that are sharing the
same hardware and wires. This can
make it hard for a weapon on one
VLAN to access a critical component
on another VLAN. Of course, VLANs
are not a 100% secure defense, and
techniques exist for attackers to break
out of them; but they certainly make
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some attacks much more difficult for
potentially far less cost to the defenders than building physically separate
networks.
Software-defined and -scrambled
networks and systems can also
provide logical separation to make it
even more difficult for cyber attackers
to be successful. While these systems
would theoretically be difficult to
attack, they may also be too difficult
to design and build with assurance
while maintaining the required
reliability and usability in the short
term. So they may only be applicable
in the far future, if at all.

System Redundancy (SR) With
Effective Separation and
Diversity
As in kinetic ACS, one does not want
an adversary to be able to take out a
critical mission capability with one
“hit.” In the same way that it was a
bad idea to pass all of the hydraulic
lines from redundant hydraulic
systems through the same location in
the tail of some U.S. aircraft used in
the Southeast Asia conflict in the
1960s and 1970s, it is also a bad idea
to have all redundant cyber-critical
jasp-online.org
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components or systems on the same
networks and buses.
Fortunately, airworthiness rules have
often driven segmented designs, but
that protection will only stay relevant
if it is preserved. Designers need to
be aware of the security implications
of cross connecting buses and
networks and balance whatever
mission need is being enhanced with
the loss of security posture.
It is not enough to have multiple
versions of the same exact component
for redundancy, as is traditionally done
in the kinetic world. A bullet that hits
a hydraulic pump on the left side of an
aircraft will generally not also hit the
other pump on the right side. In a
cyberspace attack on a modern
aircraft, however, any number of
identical subsystems could be taken
out in a single hit if all the components
are accessible across buses and
networks due to a lack of logical
separation between them.
Theoretically, the most effective
security performance is provided by
multiple components that accomplish
the same function using completely
different hardware and software.
However, the prohibitive cost involved
makes this type of redundancy
infeasible except in a few specialized
cases.
As a less expensive option, other
redundancy techniques can be enabled
using virtualization. Virtualized
systems can build as many redundant
VMs as desired assuming there is
adequate memory and processing
power. The supervisory position of
the hypervisor enables it to compare
the output of various virtual machines
so there could, for example, be three
different virtual mission computers. If
one of them started providing different
output from the other two, it could be
AS Journal 2020 / FALL

In the same way that it was a
bad idea to pass all of the
hydraulic lines from redundant
hydraulic systems through the
same location in the tail of
some U.S. aircraft used in the
Southeast Asia conflict in the
1960s and 1970s, it is also a
bad idea to have all redundant
cyber-critical components or
systems on the same networks and buses.

taken down and rebuilt as a new VM
by the hypervisor. These sorts of
systems provide some redundancy, but,
as noted previously, the hypervisor is
still a single point of failure in this type
of architecture.

Malfunction Suppression
(Passive and Active) (MSP&A)
The malfunction or functional damage
done to an aircraft by a cyber weapon
can be suppressed by passive and
active measures that tend to reduce
the weapon’s effects. Equivalents
from the KEW world prevent on-board
explosions using foam in fuel tanks
and fire detection and suppression
systems.
On the passive side, systems should
be designed and built to respond
securely to unexpected commands.
The stores management system should
likely never accept a command to
“jettison all stores” from the radar
altimeter, yet many of today’s system
components will accept messages and
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commands from anywhere on the bus,
or have no way to verify that a
command really came from where it
says it did. There are several technical approaches that can work but will
have to be designed into the fundamental architecture in most cases. It
is possible that specialized security
devices might be able to accomplish
some of these functions if added into
legacy systems, but that is again a
challenging engineering problem.
A second major area of passive
malfunction suppression is designing
systems to deal with unexpected or
malformed data. Buffer overflows,
where attackers deliberately send
more information than a system is
expecting, are still common in the
traditional-IT world, but for avionics
systems, attacking them may be as
simple as sending something unexpected that may cause the system to
fail. Most avionics systems are
thoroughly tested, but only in how to
deal with what is expected. “Fuzzing”
or sending random or unexpected data
should also be accomplished to make
sure that the avionics system handles
unexpected data securely.
On the active side of malfunction
suppression, a subsystem that has
been attacked can be cut off from the
network, ignored, or shut down. Of
course, SA is again key, as the aircraft
or operator will only know to do this if
they know the system has become
corrupted. A second active malfunction suppression technique overlaps
with recovery, and that includes the
various techniques to reload and
restore systems discussed in the next
section.
Cyber defenders can also play a role in
malfunction suppression, but as ACCS
is focused on an aircraft in flight,
those opportunities will only apply in

multiple versions of programs could be
built into new or redesigned systems.
A design team could also build a
special stripped-down basic version of
the component’s functionality that
could be loaded as well, providing just
enough capability while removing
whatever avenue the cyber weapon is
using to attack. Flight control systems
with basic “get home” modes are an
equivalent from the traditional aircraft
world.

U.S. Navy Photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Stacy D. Laseter

certain limited situations. Unmanned
aerial systems can and should be
actively defended by personnel
watching the flow of data onto and off
of the air vehicle as well as within the
system. Large aircraft may be able to
accommodate defenders who are
monitoring the systems from a station
onboard, as has been mentioned
previously. For most manned military
aircraft, however, it is a good question
if a link to cyber defenders on the
ground should ever be built. Any link
that is established could potentially be
used by an attacker to attack the
aircraft in flight if the cryptography is
broken or through an insider threat.
So, in most cases, the risk is likely not
worth the potential benefit.

System Capability Recovery
(SCR)
While physical “R2-D2” type robots
that pop out of the back of fighters to
fix physical damage remain firmly in
the realm of science fiction, cyber
systems can be designed to recover
themselves after cyber weapons
activate their malicious functionality.
Recovery capability relies on the

detection of failure or malicious
activity on an aircraft, and so strong
SA is a pre-requisite to successful
recovery. In some cases, simply
resetting a system may clear the
effects of an attack. Of course, more
sophisticated attacks will attempt to
remain persistent, but those persistence features may fail. So it is
certainly worth trying.
One possible way to provide recovery
capability at reasonable cost is to
store current and older versions of
software inside an avionics component, or perhaps in another component,
on an aircraft. If an attack is detected,
the affected component can be
overwritten and reloaded, which may
remove the cyber weapon’s effects. If
the weapon can reinfect the component, an older version of the applicable
software can be reloaded instead.
Because cyber weapons are so
specific and focused, the weapon may
not be effective against an older
version of the software, which can
often still provide meaningful, if
potentially degraded, mission capability. In addition, memory is now
relatively inexpensive, so storing
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This type of system relies on knowing
the aircraft is under attack, and
automated versions would likely be
most effective. As always, attackers
will go after defensive systems, so
defenders will need to ensure that
attackers cannot simply find and
modify the backup versions to include
their malicious functionality.
Virtualization provides the ability to
not have to wait for a system to reload
and reboot, as there could be multiple
virtual avionics boxes that are already
up and running in case they are
needed. This capability could thus
provide a seamless transition that the
system operator does not even notice
as mission effectiveness is preserved.
Of course, the details of such a
switching system and the logic by
which it would switch to a backup will
be a challenging design problem with
potentially significant airworthiness
implications.

Component Elimination or
Replacement (CER)
Something that is not there cannot be
an attack pathway, and some functionality may be inherently indefensible
and not worth the risk. One potential
example is a live channel for defenders to monitor aircraft systems in flight,
as has previously been discussed. The
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risk associated with that capability
may be so high that the only reasonable answer is not to build it in the
first place. It is critical that this type
of risk analysis be done early and
repeatedly throughout the life cycle to
avoid “engineering in risk” that could
otherwise be avoided. The earlier
these decisions are made, the easier
they will be to make. Removing an
indefensible system after millions of
dollars have been spent on it will be
much harder than if done at the
conceptual stage, when removing it
will actually save money.
One area where there has been
continual tension between functionality and security has been in
maintenance support systems.
Maintenance professionals rightly
want to connect everything and share
data across devices as quickly as
possible to enable them to be more
effective and produce more sorties.
Security professionals want to isolate
everything and restrict data-sharing to
prevent attacks. There is a balance
that can be achieved between
operational effectiveness and security
risk. This issue is no different than
other performance-risk trades that
must be made. Having systems report
maintenance information in flight,
wireless connectivity on the ground,
and data connections between
different support systems are all areas
that need to be carefully examined
through both lenses before appropriate balancing decisions are made.
Again, these decisions will be far
easier early in the life cycle than later,
when large amounts of money and
effort have already been expended.

Component Shielding
Component shielding helps components to resist functional damage after
a cyber warhead has been triggered
AS Journal 2020 / FALL

and can be thought of as the equivalent of armor to protect against a KEW.
Shielding can protect noninfected
components from infected ones and
also limit the ability of infected
components to infect others.
Separation is one important element
to shield components from attacks
coming from other infected components, and generally limiting access is
important so most of the elements
discussed under cybersecurity
hardening can also provide benefit.
Hardware that is designed with a
secure root of trust can make it much
more difficult for attackers to implant
their malicious logic. The techniques
for creating these systems are beyond
the scope of this article but generally
rely on specialized cryptographic
hardware built into the devices. This
approach has become quite common
in high-security traditional-IT devices
and even industrial control systems
(ICS). The Trusted Platform Module
(TPM) chip in most new business-level
notebooks is one example, but there
are many ways to implement these
functions. These types of approaches
can make a system much more
resistant to numerous categories of
attacks.
One method of component shielding
more appropriate to aircraft than the
traditional-IT world is using various
techniques to control writing to a
component’s memory. While certificates and code-signing are a good
start, because aircraft systems do not
normally need to be updated while in
operation, physical switches that
prevent writing to the system unless
activated can be a powerful technique.
For example, an avionics box might
have a “load software” button that a
maintainer must depress on the box
next to the loading port before it will
accept a new software load. This
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type of protection can be extremely
difficult for an attacker to get around if
it is implemented correctly, as
attackers often rely on inserting their
malicious functionality surreptitiously
from systems that are not actually
supposed to be loading software.
Defenses must work together and
support each other. A physical loading
switch has less value if the attacker
can get himself inserted into the
regular loading process, so hardening
maintenance systems and verifying
that the code is what was developed
by the manufacturer also need to be
accomplished. All of the CSECs and
CSEFs are intended to work together
to support each other to provide an
acceptable level of aircraft
survivability.

CONCLUSIONS
In this third part of this ACCS series,
we have examined the 12 broad
categories of cyber survivability
enhancement concepts that can be
used to reduce the probability of a
successful adversary attack via the
probabilistic kill chain discussed in
Part 2. Once again, a tremendous
amount of overlap and benefit has
been gained from building on the KE
ACS foundation, but there are also
some areas in which the unique nature
of cyberspace and cyber weapons
have necessitated some changes.
CSECs on the susceptibility side
include situational awareness, which
provides knowledge and warning of
attacks, while signature management
makes it harder for adversaries to find
aircraft in cyberspace to launch their
attacks. Deception makes it difficult
for adversaries to know that they are
attacking the right targets or that their
attacks will be successful. Cybersecurity

hardening makes it harder for adversaries to gain access to aircraft
through a host of well-known defensive techniques. Threat suppression
uses friendly offensive cyber capabilities to seek out and suppress
attackers, while training and tactics
can provide cost-effective increases in
survivability with no system redesign.
Once a weapon has been implanted
and triggered, the vulnerability CSECs
come into play. Component location
and logical separation make it harder
for an adversary to get malicious
functionality to critical components,
and system redundancy with effective
separation and diversity reduces the
effectiveness of an attack, along with
passive and active malfunction
suppression. System capability
recovery reduces the duration of an
adversary’s effects, and component
elimination or replacement can remove
entire classes of attacks, while
component shielding can make it
harder for attackers to move across
components.
These concepts do not provide specific
implementations for particular aircraft,
but instead provide the broad menu
from which specific implementations
and CSEFs can be selected. Part 4 of
this series will develop and describe
the process by which aircraft designers can use the probabilistic kill chain
developed in Part 2 and the SECs
described here to select an optimized
set of CSEFs that will provide the level
of survivability desired for a particular
aircraft in a particular threat environment.
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IMPROVED ENEMY
ANTIAIRCRAFT THREATS
PUT PILOTS AND CREWS
AT RISK
by Kyle Rempfer

U.S. Air Force Photo by Master Sgt. Jeffrey Allen

Editor’s Note: A version of this article was previously published in the Air Force Times on 6 May 2019.

The days of sequential air campaigns may be gone. No longer will the U.S. Air Force plan to roll
over an enemy air defense network in a matter of days, then pepper the battlefield with close-air
support as ground units trample through ill-equipped armies with legacy weapons systems. Instead,
the Service should be prepared to provide close-air support on Day 1 of the campaign, and then be
prepared for hideaway surface-to-air missiles (SAMs), antiaircraft artillery (AAA), man-portable air
defense systems (MANPADS), and more that will be rolled out even beyond Day 20 of this hypothetical fight.
AS Journal 2020 / FALL
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“This is going to be a formidable threat
throughout the conflict. It’s not going to
be quick; it’s going to take time,” said
Mark Gunzinger, a senior fellow at the
Center for Strategic and Budgetary
Assessments (CSBA) and a former
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.
“If Russia invaded Poland or the Baltic
states, we’re not going to have the
luxury of knocking down Russian air
defenses before providing close-air
support,” he added. “On Day 1, we’re
going to need to conduct close-air
support.”
That’s just one of the challenges in the
contested airspace of the future, and it’s
a threat the Air Force agrees must be
addressed, as it has been lobbying
Congress for 74 more squadrons to
prepare for war against major powers.
It’s also a capability gap that adversaries understand. The growth of
American air power has remained
relatively static since the end of the
Cold War, as budgetary constrictions
have chipped away at the fleet. Thus,
there is a reason why Russia and China
have laid out lethal air defense networks, explored new forms of electronic
warfare, and are developing
fifth-generation stealth fighters,
according to a congressionally mandated
study by the CSBA.

Previously, AAA guns were manually
loaded—cranked by hand—by crews of
6 to 10, Mr. Sobota said. They only had
mechanical crosshairs with which to
aim. But today, AAA can be linked to a
web of integrated air defense systems
(IADS). They are often used to protect
SAM sites and other high-value ground
targets. Modern AAA also have
electro-optical and infrared sensors as
well as radars that allow the operator to
know how much to lead the target.
“Modern systems are totally automated
with auto-slewing and usually have a
crew of just two. These are far more
mobile and are much faster to set up,”
Sobota said. “Tracking has improved
tremendously over the years, so we’re
seeing huge improvements in lethality of
weapons systems due to more sophisticated tracking algorithms and increased
computational power.”
Sobota and his colleague, Air Force
Capt. Yongjun Yoon, are part of AFRL’s
Sensors Directorate, where they’re
working on ways to detect highly mobile
ground threats, such as modern AAA
guns. “AFRL has kicked off an effort to
research technology that will enable any
aircraft with a current weather

radar—if possible—flying in a hostile
territory to detect the presence of a
AAA gun at a safe standoff range
before the guns engage,” Sobota said.
The Air Force has programs that try to
detect antiaircraft guns as they fire. The
programs detect shells, bullets, and
muzzle flashes, but “if you’re on an
approach landing, taking off at minimum
airspeed, or at low altitude, that is too
late,” Sobota said. “You won’t be able
to make an evasive maneuver.”
“In the future, AAA would be the
primary threat against the Air Force’s
swarming UAV [unmanned aerial vehicle]
strategy since low altitude is required to
get the needed resolution to detect
ground threats,” he added. However,
because drones are relatively cheap, an
enemy’s multimillion-dollar SAM or
$250,000 infrared missile would not be
so cost-effective against a drone
swarm, Sobota said.
AAA guns pose a unique challenge, said
Douglas Birkey, executive director for
the Mitchell Institute for Aerospace
Power Studies. “A B-1 has the ability to
release about a hundred small-diameter
bombs all at once,” Birkey said. “Think

BOLSTERING AAA GUNS
AAA could pose an especially crippling
threat to aircraft that fly low and slow,
such as those providing close-air
support. If certain key developments
are made—including rail guns and
extended-range artillery—“virtually no
altitude will be safe,” according to David
Sobota, a weapons expert at the Air
Force Research Laboratory (AFRL),
based at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, OH.

Photo Courtesy of Ed Brambley via Creative Commons
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about what that could do to [SAMs].
You could trigger the launch of a ton of
them, really put the enemy into a
cost-imposing strategy pretty fast.
Against AAA, that is a harder problem
set.”

MISSILES AND
EMISSIONS
The technology for MANPADS and AAA
is rapidly improving, but Gunzinger is
more concerned about advanced SAMs
with active or passive sensors that
cover large areas. Russia, for instance,
has an IADS network that covers much
of the Baltic and Black Sea regions.
Similarly, China has extended its air
defense reach into the South China Sea.
And SAMs remain a major challenge in
Europe for future NATO air operations,
Gunzinger said.
In the Pacific, it’s a combination of
SAMs and emerging fifth-generation
aircraft capabilities coupled with
long-range air-to-air weapons. AAA
would remain a challenge at low
altitudes for close-air support, but the
future battlespace may also include
attacks along the electromagnetic
spectrum, which could pose just as
much of a challenge to joint terminal
attack controllers and other forward air
controllers.
“In the future, our Warfighters are going
to have to pay attention to what they
emit,” Gunzinger said. “Every bit of
energy they emit in the way of communications, radar energy, even
high-powered jamming, and so forth will
probably be detected and used to locate
[them]. Russia has done that in Ukraine,
where their ground units are trained to
detect communication emissions on the
part of the Ukrainian forces and use that
to queue fires.”

AS Journal 2020 / FALL

The battlespace of the future
isn’t going to be one-off,
geographically isolated AAA
and surface-to-air missile
sites. It’s going to be dense;
it’s going to be integrated.

Using a sensor that emits in order to
detect AAA guns could also increase the
risk of attack, even if that sensor is
strapped to an aircraft from a long
distance, according to Gunzinger.
“Aircraft doing that could be saving
themselves from AAA, but they could be
highlighting themselves to another
threat—an airborne threat, a surfaceto-air battery, or whatever,” he said.
The battlespace of the future isn’t going
to be one-off, geographically isolated
AAA and surface-to-air missile sites, he
noted. “It’s going to be dense; it’s going
to be integrated. . . . It’s going to have
active and passive sensors. It’s going to
range across the electromagnetic
spectrum.”

STRUCTURAL AND
MANNING PROBLEMS
And it’s probably going to impose a high
attrition rate on aircraft and aircrew
because past defense budgets mostly
stopped factoring attrition and loss of
aircraft into force-structure plans. “The
current fleets are so small, they don’t
realistically include attrition,” Birkey
said. Except for a small number of
stealth F-22s, B-2s, and F-35As that are
now part of the force, the Air Force’s
combat fleet cannot operate in contested environments without the risk of
suffering significant attrition, according
to the CSBA study.
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The Air Force’s nonstealth bombers,
fourth-generation fighters, aerial-refueling tankers, battle-management aircraft,
and drone platforms are not well-suited
for contested environments, according
to the study. That doesn’t only mean a
loss of aircraft in a potential fight over
Russian or Chinese skies—it would
impact pilots too.
“Obviously we have a pilot crisis in
peacetime. In wartime, they would be
beyond crippled,” Birkey said. “Even if
you wanted to surge it upwards, it’s a
huge problem. The pilot training bases
are currently maxed out. You can’t get
the infrastructure back that you
shuttered.”
The manufacturing base for a lot aircraft
and ammunition requires similar
investment costs that make restarting
an industrial endeavor so difficult, Birkey
said. The complacency issue stemmed
in large part from a post-Cold War
drawdown, “an Air Force procurement
holiday that extended from the 1990s
well through the turn of the century,”
according to a Mitchell Institute study
issued in March 2019 [1].
Complacency also comes from how air
wars have been fought for nearly two
decades. While American forces are
replete with combat experience, much
of that deals with counterinsurgency
and permissive environments. Some
aircrews have dealt with legacy AAA
guns in Syria and air defense systems in
Libya, but those systems are archaic
compared to what China or Russia could
field. Especially in Syria, where Russian
air defense systems are present,
fifth-generation fighters have played a
key role in blocking potential threats,
according to some observers.
“The reason why you saw F-22s there
for so long, and F-35s back now, is

Some aircrews have dealt
with legacy AAA guns in Syria
and air defense systems in
Libya, but those systems are
archaic compared to what
China or Russia could field.
U.S. Air National Guard Photo by Tech. Sgt. John Winn

because it’s really a deterrence factor,”
Birkey said. “The only way you can
operate fourth-generation assets there
is by having these fifth-generation
aircraft in theater. It’s signaling to the
Syrians and the Russians that they
should not attack our assets because if
they do, we have very survivable options
for the fifth-generation to strike back.”
That highlights the importance of
fifth-generation aircraft going up against
future air defense threats, he said.

AIR DEFENSE IS JUST
GETTING STARTED
The technology that buoys air defense is
rapidly growing. For example, AAA guns
are far more threatening at lower
altitudes, between 10,000 and 15,000 ft.
Legacy AAA guns are still lethal to
40,000 ft, and they will become more
lethal as radar and electro-optical
tracking improves with computational
trends, Sobota said.
Modern propellants are boosting the
range of gun systems. The U.S. Army
recently doubled the range of its
howitzer with new propellants, for
instance. Longer-range, rocket-assisted
artillery will become widespread,
Sobota noted, and “smart shells,” using
sensor-guided submunitions, are also
becoming more common.

“In the more distant future, AAA
systems will become more lethal at
much higher attitudes (60,000+ ft) as
numerous new technologies, such as rail
guns, extended-range artillery and
‘smart’ artillery shells, come online,”
Sobota said. “Should AAA include rail
guns and extended-range artillery,
virtually no altitude will be safe.”
The hypothetical system is typically
envisioned as a game-changer for naval
warfare, where it may be able to sink
warships and aircraft carriers from
massive distances. But the Air Force
should be paying attention as well,
according to Sobota.
“All you have to do is destroy aerialrefueling tankers and [airborne early
warning and control system (AWACS)]
aircraft at 200 miles away, and you can
cripple an entire air force,” he said.
China has been developing a rail gun
system, but the technology is far from
complete and is not particularly mobile.
Others were more bearish on the future
of rail guns.
“There are solutions that could do the
job better,” Birkey said. “In the air
environment, to be credibly threatened,
even for something like an AWACS, you
would have to get within range of it.
You’re not going to be pushing an
AWACS in that kind of threat
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environment that much, and targeting is
a key problem to keep up with it. So it
depends. I think there are other
investments in the near term that would
see greater levels of investment.”
Near-term threats include spoofing,
viruses, and other electronic warfare
attacks that could “cause folks to not
trust their systems,” Birkey added.
Another is directed-energy weapons,
Gunzinger said. “The [Armed Forces]
are very interested in high-powered
microwave applications that would be
effective against multiple small, Class I,
Class II UAVs in a very, very short period
of time . . . like killing those in less than
a second. You could counter drone
swarms for, well, what’s the cost of
electricity?”
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NATO’S FT3:
A RESOURCE FOR
AIR FORCE T&E EFFORTS
by Samantha Block

U.S. Air Force Photo by Airman 1st Class Valerie Seelye

U.S. Air Force members working test and evaluation (T&E) efforts sometimes struggle to find
relevant historical data or lessons learned, thereby missing opportunities for efficiencies in test
planning and conduct. Accordingly, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO’s) Flight Test
Technical Team (FT3) is a resource available to members in the T&E community. The following is
an overview of FT3’s origins, FT3’s ongoing efforts, and applicability to T&E efforts.
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ORIGIN OF THE FT3
Established in 1949, NATO provides an
important intergovernmental military
alliance between (currently) 29 North
American and European countries.
One component of NATO is its Science
and Technology Organization (STO)
(shown in Figure 1), whose mission is
to help position the S&T investments
of NATO and its member nations as a
strategic enabler of the knowledge
and technology advantage for the
defense and security posture of NATO
nations and partner nations. The STO
does this by:
 Conducting and promoting S&T
activities that augment and leverage
the capabilities and programs of the
alliance, of the NATO nations and
partner nations, in support of NATO’s
objectives.
 Contributing to NATO’s ability to
enable and influence security- and
defense-related capability

development and threat mitigation in
NATO nations and partner nations, in
accordance with NATO policies.
 Supporting decision-making in the
NATO nations and NATO.

Furthermore, the STO’s Collaboration
Support Office (CSO) (also shown in
Figure 1) supports the collaborative
business model of STO. NATO nations
and partner nations contribute their
national resources to define, conduct,
and promote cooperative research and
information exchange. CSO can host
virtual meetings as well as set up a
Science Connect Workspace for teams
whose members can share NATO
UNCLASSIFIED material and
documents.
Within the STO is the FT3. The
mission of the team—which is chaired
by the Director of the U.S. Air Force
Test Center’s Engineering Directorate
and has representatives from the
United States, Canada, Germany, the

Netherlands, Spain, Turkey, and
Sweden—is to:
 Share information through the
publication of AGARDographs on
flight test technology derived from
best practices to support the
development of concepts and
systems critical to NATO’s technological and operational needs.
 Enable advancements in flight test
technologies to be discussed in open
forums within the NATO community
by identifying and distributing flight
test training opportunities, symposia,
short courses, lecture series,
workshops, etc.
 Serve as the focal point for flight test
subjects and issues for the Science
Concepts and Integration panel, while
ensuring vitality and continuity of the
network of flight test experts within
the NATO community.
 Coordinate activities with the Air
Vehicle Technology (AVT) panel.

Figure 1. The NATO Science and Technology Organization.
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FT3’S ONGOING EFFORTS
Since its first meeting in Amsterdam in
November 1968, the FT3, in its various
forms, has met semiannually to
discuss the management of its
deliverables and to develop ideas for
future work. Meetings have also
typically included a relevant technical
tour in the area. The team’s primary
activities include:
 Disseminating information and
lessons learned related to flight
testing and instrumentation derived
from best practices to support the
development of concepts and
systems critical to NATO’s technological and operational superiority.
 Enabling advancements in flight test
technologies to be discussed in open
forum within the NATO community by
identifying and distributing flight test
educational opportunities and
proposing and facilitating symposia,
short courses, workshops, and
lecture series.
 Serving as the focal point for flight
test subjects and issues with the
Systems Concepts and Integration

(SCI) Panel while ensuring the vitality
and continuity of the network of flight
test experts within the NATO
community.

The FT3 met in September 2019 for its
103rd semi-annual business review
meeting at the Armstrong Flight
Research Center in Palmdale and
Edwards Air Force Base, CA.
Technical discussions were held on
flight test and related T&E issues in
support of NATO operational capability on unmanned aerial systems,
electronic warfare, helicopter slugload, supersonic flight, departure
resistance testing, and developmental
and operational test issues.
Current FT3 publications in work
include “Reduced Friction Runway
Surface Flight Testing” (SCI-306,
AG-300-34), “Flight Test Techniques
for the Assessment of Fixed-Wing
Aircraft Handling Qualities” (SCI-303,
AG-300-33), “Ground and Flight Test
Methods Used to Assure Aeroelastic
Structural Stability of Fixed Wing
Aircraft” (SCI-314, AG-300-35), “Flight
Test of Helmet Mounted Displays”

U.S. Air Force Photo by Airman 1st Class Bryan Guthrie
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(SCI-315, AG-300-36), “Application of
IRIG 106 Data Recorder Standards”
(SCI-266, AG-160-23), and “Flight Test
Safety Management” (SCI-236,
AG-300-V32). These publications, as
well as others previously published,
are unclassified and accessible by all
U.S. Air Force personnel.

FT3’S APPLICABILITY AND
AVAILABILITY FOR T&E
EFFORTS
Over its 50+ years of service, the FT3
has published 56 AGARDographs on
flight testing and instrumentation, held
symposia and workshops, conducted
exploratory teams, and provided
lectures to NATO members and
partners. Areas of flight test support
that are available to the Air Force T&E
community include:
 Consultancy (to both internal external
parties; of these, the most significant
has been a mission to the Turkish Air
Force Technology and Weapons
System Development Directorate at









Eskisehir to advise on aspects of
Flight Test Planning and Management
and Flight Test Instrumentation)..
Networking and Links.
Contacts (the team has an established network spanning the
international flight test community).
Government Flight Test Centers.
Industry Flight Test Centers.
Academia.
Professional Institutions.

Any T&E team wanting to review work
accomplished by the FT3 or connect to
the team can do so by contacting the

author or by visiting https://www.nato.
int https://www.sto.nato.int and https://
www.sto.nato.int/Pages/systemsconecpts-and-integration-ft3.aspx.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
ATTENTION:
Due to the many last-minute event
postponements, cancellations, and travel
restrictions related to the COVID-19
outbreak, readers are encouraged to
double-check with event sponsors and
websites to confirm the status of an event
before making associated travel
reservations and other plans.

SEPTEMBER
2020 Virtual Air, Space & Cyber
Conference
14–16 August (Virtual)
https://www.afa.org/events/
calendar/2020-09-14/
air-space-cyber-conference
2020 Autonomous Capabilities for DoD
Summit
29–30 September in Alexandria, VA
http://autonomy.dsigroup.org

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

31st Annual NDIA SO/LIC Symposium
2 October (Virtual)
https://www.ndia.org/SOLIC

Military Flight Training USA Summit
17–19 November (Online)
https://www.idga.org/events-militaryflighttraini
ngusa/?mac=IDGA_Events_Title_Listing&utm_
medium=Portal&utm_source=idga

Vertical Flight Society Forum 76
5–8 October (Virtual)
https://vtol.org/annual-forum/forum-76

I/ITSEC 2020
30 November to 4 December in Orlando, FL
https://www.iitsec.org/

23rd Annual Systems and Mission
Engineering Conference
19–22 October in Orlando, FL
https://www.ndia.org/events/2020/10/19/
23rd-sme-conference

DECEMBER
Aircraft Survivability Equipment
Symposium
7–8 December in Kissimmee, FL
https://www.quad-a.org/

Precision Strike Technology Symposium
20–22 October in Laurel, MD
https://www.ndia.org/events/2020/10/20/
1pst-precision-strike-technology-symposium

JANUARY 2021

Directed Energy Systems Digital Summit
19–21 October (Digital)
https://www.idga.org/events-directed-energy/?
mac=IDGA_Events_Title_Listing&utm_
medium=Portal&utm_source=idga
Hypersonic Weapons Digital Summit
28–30 October (Digital)
https://www.idga.org/eventshypersonicweapons/?mac=IDGA_Events_Title_
Listing&utm_medium=Portal&utm_source=idga

Electric VTOL Symposium and
Autonomous VTOL Technical Meeting
26–28 January in Mesa, AZ
https://vtol.org/events/2021-autonomousvtol-technical-meeting-and-electric-vtolsymposium

Note
The inclusion of an event in this calendar does not necessarily reflect the endorsement of that event or its sponsoring organization(s) by the Joint Aircraft Survivability
Program Office or the Defense Systems Information Analysis Center.
Information for inclusion in the
Calendar of Events may be sent to:

DSIAC Headquarters
4695 Millennium Drive
Belcamp, MD 21017-1505

Phone:		
Fax: 		
Email:		

443/360-4600
410/272-6763
contact@dsiac.org

To update your mailing address, fax a copy of this page with changes to 410/272-6763 or scan and email it to contact@dsiac.org.

